
Putin, Abe hold
summit to break
island impasse
MOSCOW: The leaders of Russia and Japan
were meeting in Moscow yesterday for talks
over a disputed island chain that has long pre-
vented agreement on a peace treaty to for-
mally end World War II.  But recent rhetoric
has dampened hopes of a breakthrough.
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s visit
marks the 25th time he and Russian President
Vladimir Putin have met since 2013, a reflec-
tion of their efforts to build cooperation
despite their territorial disagreement.

The Soviet army seized the four Kuril
islands, between the Sea of Okhotsk and the
Pacific Ocean, in the last days of World War II.
Tokyo’s refusal to recognize Moscow’s sover-
eignty there has been a barrier to peace for
more than seven decades. Ahead of closed-
door talks, Putin told Abe that diplomats on
both sides have “worked a lot... on the issues
surrounding the peace agreement,” while Abe
responded that he is interested in developing
ties. But despite their good personal rapport
and a flurry of diplomacy since November,
when the two leaders agreed to accelerate
peace talks, recent statements from both capi-
tals suggest a compromise is still far off.

‘Drawn out’ process 
Moscow responded furiously to a New

Year’s message from Abe in which he said
Russians living on the islands should be
helped to accept that the “sovereignty of their
homes will change”. Last week, Russian

Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said Japan
should stop referring to the islands as its
“Northern Territories” in legislation and
described Tokyo’s military alliance with
Washington as problematic. Tokyo needed to
recognize Russia’s sovereignty over the Kurils,
said Lavrov.

“Why is Japan the only country in the
world that cannot accept the results of World
War II in their entirety?” he asked. Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said the negotia-
tions would likely be a “drawn out” process —
further cooling hopes for a quick resolution.
Abe’s Moscow visit is the first leg of a trip to
Europe, which will also include a speech at the
Davos forum in Switzerland on Wednesday.

‘Powerful public opinion’ 
Kremlin spokesman Peskov said on

Monday that Japan had not so far made any
official proposals based on claiming just two
of the islands in the chain. This possibility was

mooted by the Soviet Union in the 1950s, pri-
or to Tokyo’s alliance with the United States.
Japan’s Kyodo news agency, citing govern-
ment sources, said Abe was leaning toward
accepting this framework for a peace deal. But
it is not clear whether the Kremlin would be
keen to transfer sovereignty even for the two
smaller islands, Shikotan and Habomai, which
is actually a group of uninhabited islets.

The chain ensures Russia’s strategic control
of the Sea of Okhotsk, and some southern
islands in the chain are less than 10 kilometers
from Japan’s Hokkaido island. Giving away
even uninhabited islands would be poorly
received in Russia, where World War II is
hugely symbolic and post-war territorial gains
are seen as non-negotiable. Yesterday, a small
group of protesters holding leftist red flags
gathered near the Japanese embassy in
Moscow. Leftist politician Sergei Udaltsov
wrote on Facebook that 11 people were
detained by police.  — AFP 

AACHEN: France and Germany yesterday signed a new
friendship treaty to deepen their alliance at a time of
crisis for the EU, drawing fire from the far right which
President Emmanuel Macron slapped down for “spread-
ing lies” about the pact. Macron and German Chancellor
Angela Merkel inked the accord to deepen ties as
Britain prepares to leave the European Union and ten-
sions rise with populist leaders.

The treaty pledges stronger political, economic and
defense ties and restates their commitment to the
European Union. The document has come under attack
from the far right, which accuses the pair of signing
away national sovereignty. The leader of France’s
National Rally, Marine Le Pen, accused Macron of “an
act that borders on treason”. And a co-chief of
Germany’s far-right AfD party, Alexander Gauland,
charged that Paris and Berlin were seeking to create a
“super EU”.

“We as populists insist that one first takes care of
one’s own country,” said Gauland. “We don’t want
Macron to renovate his country with German money.”
Macron condemned the allegations, saying that “those
who forget the value of French-German reconciliation
are making themself accomplices of the crimes of the
past”. “Those who... spread lies are hurting the same
people they are pretending to defend by seeking to
repeat our history.” Macron said the treaty “shows that
our friendship between France and Germany, our com-
mon project and our ambition for Europe are what real-
ly protect us, and what allow us really to take back con-
trol of our lives and to build our destiny”.

‘Macron, resign’ 
Yesterday’s signing ceremony took place in the

German city of Aachen, on the Dutch and Belgian bor-
ders — a place rich in European symbolism as the seat

of power of Charlemagne, the 9th-century European
emperor. It was held on the anniversary of a friendship
pact signed in 1963 by Charles de Gaulle and Konrad
Adenauer.

The new accord aims to strengthen the “Franco-
German motor” seen as the driving force behind
European integration. It commits France and Germany
to closer military ties, including possible joint deploy-
ments — in the event of a terror attack, for example.
The two countries could also cooperate more closely on
procurement, such as the purchase or development of
new tanks or fighter jets. While both leaders underlined
the two countries’ friendship that was painstakingly
built up in the decades following World War II, policy
differences remain.

The divide was laid bare during a dialogue with citi-
zens. Merkel and Macron were asked about issues upon
which they differ — from Germany arms sales embargo
on Saudi Arabia to its phase-out of nuclear energy,
which remains France’s main power source. Both have
also faced domestic discontent in recent months.

Macron took office in May 2017 promising major EU
reforms to restore faith in its institutions and quell rising
populism. But his ideas met only lukewarm support from
Merkel and other EU leaders. Paris and Berlin have also
differed on other issues including how to tax big inter-
net firms. Macron’s hand has been further weakened by
more than two months of “yellow vest” protests in
France. In Aachen, he was greeted by boos and calls of
“Macron, resign” from dozens of protesters who had
travelled across the border.

Merkel is on her last lap as the leader of Europe’s
biggest economy, having announced she would step
down as chancellor in 2021. Her departure may be
hastened i f  her party returns poor scores at
European Parliament elections in May, as well as in

three crucial state polls in eastern Germany, the AfD
party stronghold.

Good intentions 
Some observers believe the treaty is all the more

important given the headwinds facing both economies.
“We’re seeing an existential crisis in terms of
European integration, with Brexit and the expected
strengthening of nationalists at the next European
elections,” said Claire Demesmay, a political scientist

at German research institute DGAP.
“In this context, confirming this belief in Franco-

German cooperation has symbolic value,” she told
German public radio. But others note their differences will
hinder any real steps forward in cooperation, even if there
is a will to do so. German magazine Spiegel Online noted
that while the treaty “is full of good intentions, it lags far
behind what is necessary”. “After all the crises and
upheavals of recent years, Merkel and Macron have failed
to rekindle the fire of European enthusiasm.” — AFP 
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AACHEN: French President Emmanuel Macron and German Chancellor Angela Merkel exchange the French-German
friendship treaty during the signing ceremony. — AFP 

MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe walk dur-
ing their meeting at the Kremlin. — AFP 

Italy takes
fight to new
generation 
in Mafia sting
ROME: Anti-mafia police said yesterday
they had dealt a fresh blow to Italy’s Cosa
Nostra, arresting seven suspected rising-star
mobsters after two of the organized crime
group turned state witnesses. The raids fol-
lowed a major swoop against the resurgent
Sicilian mafia in December when a jeweler
was captured just before he was due to be
officially anointed “boss of bosses” of the
reconvened Mafia Commission or Cupola.

Among the dozens rounded up last month
were two who quickly turned supergrass.
They spilled the beans to police about clan
leaders who were allegedly part of the
Cupola. “Like never before, within a month (of
the December arrests) we had two new state
witnesses. And not any old members, but two
from the upper echelons,” Palermo’s chief
prosecutor chief Francesco Lo Voi told jour-
nalists. “Both confirm that (the new
Commission) was not a ‘half Cupola’ or ‘small
Cupola’, it was not a case of some old has-
been getting back into the game, but the
rebirth of the Commission with experienced
individuals,” he said.

‘Pope and Baron’ 
Police cuffed Leandro Greco, grandson of

famed mobster Michele Greco — dubbed
“The Pope” — and Calogero Lo Piccolo, the
son of a powerful boss nicknamed “The
Baron”. “They come from a family with a
strong Mafia lineage. These are men of high
standing, young men, which confirms our the-
ory of a renewal which is rooted in historical
and familial tradition,” Lo Voi said. But the
decision by the two grasses to break their
vow of silence, and so quickly, shows “there is
no future, something that those who still
belong to Cosa Nostra should understand”.

The latest arrests included Giovanni
Sirchia, who was accused of ferrying both
mobsters and secret messages back and
forth, as well as four others accused of
mafia extortion. Italy’s Interior Minister
Matteo Salvini thanked the police for “fur-
ther weakening the new Cupola”. The
informants described the attempts to
breathe fresh life into an organisation nick-
named “the octopus” for its tentacled reach
into all areas of society. “Blood ties, tradi-
tion and family continue to be the principles
that inspires Cosa Nostra,” said police com-
mander Antonio Di Stasio. — AFP 

PALERMO: Leandro Greco (C), grandson of famed mobster Michele Greco, blows a kiss as he
leaves the Carabinieri’s headquarter yesterday in Palermo, after his arrest. — AFP 

The treaty pledges stronger political, economic and defense ties

France, Germany strengthen 
treaty ties to tackle EU crisis

MOSCOW: A US former Marine
charged with espionage in Russia was
handed a USB drive containing state
secrets without knowing what it con-
tained, his lawyer told journalists yes-
terday after a hearing extending his
client’s custody. Paul Whelan, 48, was
taken into custody on December 28
by the Russian FSB security service,
which said he was caught “while car-
rying out an act of espionage”. His
lawyer Vladimir Zherebenkov said
Whelan was handed a USB drive con-
taining state secrets but he had
thought it was information about
Russian culture.

“On a USB drive, Paul received
information that... I confirm is a state
secret,” Zherebenkov told journalists,
insisting that Whelan did not know
what it contained. “In reality, Paul was
supposed to receive from the person
information that is not a state secret,”
he said, indicating he was expecting
to be given cultural material and pho-
tographs. “He couldn’t look at it
because he was detained. He was
waiting for information that was cul-
tural, nothing more.”

The lawyer did not identify the
individual who gave Whelan the USB
drive. Wearing a neat blue shirt and
dark trousers, Whelan appeared in a
glass cage at a hearing at Moscow
City Court, as is usual for suspects in
custody in Russia. Judge Dmitry

Pronyakin threw out his appeal
against being detained in custody.
Whelan, who followed the proceed-
ings through an interpreter, did not
respond to questions shouted by
journalists about his prison condi-
tions. A man wearing plain clothes and
a balaclava stood next to the cage in a
case led by the FSB. Zherebenkov
said the defense would appeal yester-
day’s decision.

“Paul behaved with great dignity
today. He spoke well. He explained in
detail what happened and in principle
contradicted the position of the pros-
ecution,” the lawyer said after the
hearing, most of which was closed to
the press and consular officials.
Analysts have speculated Whelan was
arrested to pave the way for a possi-
ble spy swap with a Russian agent
arrested abroad, but Zherebenkov
refused to comment on the possibility. 

‘A friend of Russia’ 
Some believe he may have been

detained in retaliation for the US
arrest of a Russian woman called
Maria Butina, a gun rights campaigner
who was convicted in December of
being a “foreign agent” and likely
faces six months in jail. Moscow has
rejected the idea Whelan could be
exchanged for any US prisoner, say-
ing it does not treat people as
“pawns” in diplomatic games.  — AFP 

Alleged US spy received Russian
‘state secret’ without knowing

No public mood
for compromise
as Brexit gulf
widens
LONDON: There is “no compromise” on
Brexit that commands majority public sup-
port in Britain, with opposition to Prime
Minister Theresa May’s deal the only point
of agreement, a leading pollster said yes-
terday. “No procedural or substantive
option appears to be both widely popular
and capable of bridging the Brexit divide,”
said the University of Strathclyde’s John
Curtice. “Our politicians are constantly
being told that you should be seeking the
centre ground. “The problem with Brexit is
that the centre ground of politics is rather
thinly populated,” he said, presenting a
report entitled “Brexit and Public Opinion
2019” in London.

The report, drawn from collated polls,
highlights the challenge facing prime min-
ister May as she tries to resurrect the deal
she struck with the European Union after if
was comprehensively rejected by MPs. A
slim majority of the public are in favor of
her renegotiating the deal, but none of the

possible outcomes of that renegotiation
enjoy majority support, according to the
polls. At either end of the spectrum, leav-
ing without a deal and holding a second
referendum both command strong partisan
support, but largely cancel each other out
on the national stage. A “soft” Brexit that
seeks to remain part of some EU institu-
tions appears to please neither side,
according to the report’s findings. “A ‘soft’
Brexit is a Remainer compromise that runs
the risk of being little loved,” said Curtice.

‘Pronounced’ division 
An ICM poll published on Sunday

revealed that leaving with no deal was the
most popular option when put up against
another referendum, a general election and
May’s deal, but still only commands 28
percent support. The campaign for a sec-
ond referendum has gathered pace in
recent months, but Curtice found little ris-
ing public appetite.

With public opinion so divided, Curtice
suggested that “maybe the message our
politicians need to take away is that to
govern is to choose”. Part of the problem
revealed by the polls is that Brexit has
now become “a new source of political
identification” transcending party loyalty,
making it a daunting task for political
leaders to unite their traditional support
base behind any plan.  —AFP 


